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Abstract. This paper presents a proposal for description tools, following the 
MPEG-7 standard, for the high-level description of humanoids. Given the al-
most complete lack of high-level description tools for 3D graphics content in 
the current MPEG-7 specification, we propose descriptions aimed at describing 
virtual humanoids, both for indexing and query support (no extraction tools are 
presented here), and also for the generation of personalized humanoids using 
high-level descriptions via a simple GUI instead of complex authoring tools. 
This later application, which is the focus of the work presented here, is related 
with the Authoring 744 initiative that targets the creation of content from de-
scriptions that are authored in a user friendly (natural) way. This work is under 
development within the EU-funded research project OLGA, where the descrip-
tion tools should provide the means for the creation and modification of hu-
manoids inside an on-line 3D gaming environment, but our description tools are 
generic enough to be used in the future in many different applications: robot 
portrait, indexing/searching, etc. 


1   Introduction 


Low-level descriptions of audiovisual content are usually easy to extract automati-
cally and are being used in some applications, but users like and need high-level 
descriptions to search and browse through large repositories in an efficient way. 
Therefore, high-level descriptor tools have a special interest nowadays, and besides 
the work trying to bridge the semantic gap in automatic indexing (automatically 
inferring high-level descriptions from also automatically obtained low-level ones), 
there is also a need for additional specification or improvement of high-level descrip-
tions, mainly for specialized characterisation of content. 


High-level descriptions are not only useful for searching and browsing, but also for 
other applications, like the generation of synthetic content, or its reduced storage or 
transmission. The Authoring 744 framework [1] already permits to generate synthetic 
content from descriptions in a user-friendly way and avoiding the need of complex 
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authoring tools. Besides, the EU-funded research project OLGA (a unified scalable 
framework for On-Line GAming) is exploring the advantages of storing and transmit-
ting descriptions, and synthesising the 3D content at the client terminal. 


Focusing in the description of humanoids, it will be possible to perform searches 
for one-legged and tall humanoids, to send a description of a person shown in a 
surveillance camera instead of the whole video, and to create a robot portrait (identikit 
picture) via high-level descriptions of the associated humanoid. In any of these cases, 
the advantages (less representation size, faster queries, user-friendly interfacing, etc.) 
are clear, but unfortunately so are the disadvantages: analysis resources for generating 
the descriptions, fidelity of the reconstructions, etc. 


The motivation of this work is thus to have tools for high-level description of hu-
manoids, allowing further development of the abovementioned applications and 
associated base technologies. MPEG-7, the standard for multimedia content descrip-
tion [2] lacks many specialized and high-level description tools, but also provides 
extensibility mechanisms allowing the creation of new MPEG-7 compliant descrip-
tion tools. The availability of such specialized and high-level description tools may 
allow an easier adoption of MPEG-7 for final applications and therefore by industry. 


As there are no description tools for humanoids in MPEG-7, we propose in this 
paper a set of them. Our descriptions, which are mostly high-level ones, could be used 
in the future for the abovementioned applications; currently, we are focusing specifi-
cally on building an user-friendly GUI authoring tool allowing to create or modify an 
already existing virtual humanoid for personalized avatars for 3D games [3]. 


The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview 
of the state of art regarding 3D humanoid authoring, representation, description and 
rendering. Section 3 presents the proposed description tools in its different subsec-
tions. Section 4 provides a very-short presentation of the current work in authoring 
tools of these descriptors, before raising some short conclusions in Section 5. 


2   State of the Art 


For the creation of 3D content, there exist powerful authoring tools, that can be 
classified as “design-driven”. Design-driven authoring tools are proprietary applica-
tions, like 3ds Max [4] or Maya [5], that use proprietary representation formats, which 
in some cases have become de facto standards. These programs are very complex for 
the average users, with long curves of understanding and learning; the users need a lot 
of knowledge in computer graphics theory and additional training in the use of each 
particular authoring tool. 


Besides the proprietary representation formats, there are different standards for the 
representation of 3D content, which are mainly focused on representation accuracy 
within the degree of compression required for efficient storage and delivery. Focusing 
on 3D humanoids representation there are two main standards: H-Anim and MPEG-4. 
Both use a standard skeleton, that was first standardised by the H-Anim group and 
later adopted by MPEG in 2004. 


H-Anim [6] is targeted to the representation of an abstract model of human figures. 
This international standard describes a way of representing humanoids allowing, e.g., 
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to animate using motion capture data and animation tools from one vendor the hu-
manoids created with modelling tools from another vendor. 


MPEG-4 [7] has greatly extended the 3D graphics assets of VRML97 [8] and, re-
garding humanoids, two of its specifications are relevant: FBA and BBA. FBA (Face 
and Body Animation) tools are to be found in the two first versions of MPEG-4’s Part 
2, Visual, and define control points for animating the humanoid’s face and body, 
providing knobs on the face for expressing emotions by moving all its important parts 
(eyes, eyebrows, lips, ears, etc.), and on the body joints (articulations). The animation 
of humanoids, or any other virtual character, with the BBA (Bone-Based Animation) 
tools, specified in MPEG-4’s Part 16, AFX (Animation Framework eXtension) [9], is 
based on the creation of a skeleton (i.e., a group of hierarchically organised bones) 
together with their associated muscles and skin. Each bone has its own axis system 
and is then integrated in the common skeleton axis. With this integration, also kine-
matic constraints are imposed. All bones can suffer rotation, scaling and translation, 
allowing the deformation and animation of the “base” humanoid as wished, the 
corresponding modifications propagating to the skin associated to the bones. The 
BBA specification is more powerful than FBA because it offers more usage function-
alities for completely generic virtual characters, and because the control points of 
FBA are not as useful as the bones of BBA for the generation and animation of 
humanoids. Besides, BBA improves the quality of the specified graphics, as the 
system of muscles coupled to the bones generates more realistic movements. 


Another related research project was EMM [10], whose system aimed at the de-
scription of complete scenes using primitive objects and actions that were pre-stored 
in the system databases and knowledge engine. A script allowed to combine the 
primitive objects and actions in order to create animated movies with them. 


Besides the representation of content, description of content is also of importance, 
not only for indexing and searching of 3D content, but also for understanding, and 
reasoning, lightweight delivery, etc., and, as already mentioned, for authoring [1]. The 
AnyShape project [11] proposes a set of ontologies for the description of humanoids, 
as well as for their animation the terms they propose allow to be identify parts of the 
humanoid (hands, head, arm, etc.) but don’t describe the characteristics of each 
(thickness, width, length, high, etc.). Our current works is related to theirs but they 
propose a framework aiming at the modification and animation of humanoids based 
on shape parameters adjustment, whereas our proposal, besides being based in the 
skeleton and associated muscles and skin, includes also the creation of new content 
and not only modifications as in the AnyShape project. 


As started above there aren’t description tools for detailed description of human-
oids that may allow to characterize each part, not only identifying it. Therefore we 
propose a set of them within the framework of MPEG (see section 3). 


Regarding the rendering of 3D content, there exist different standards (de jure and 
de facto): OpenGL [12], DirectX [13], etc. These standards specify APIs (Application 
Programming Interfaces) for writing applications to create, manage and visualize 3D 
content via “methods” of that API, requiring to have the appropriate version of the 
corresponding library or drivers installed in the rendering terminal. Another possibil-
ity are the rendering programs based on some representation format, that interpret and 
render all the primitives objects of the selected representation format standard, e.g., an 
MPEG-4 player or a VRML engine. 
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3   Structure of the Proposed Description Tools 


In this section, we will explain the structure of the proposed description tools for 
humanoids. Although there are several standards (see previous section) for humanoid 
representation, we have not found in the literature any other work related to the 
description of humanoids. Each subsection explains a branch of the description tools 
tree. 


3.1   Humanoid DS 


The Humanoid DS (see Fig. 1) is the root of the proposed description tools for 
humanoids. The Humanoid DS is composed by the GeneralCharacteristics DS, the 
CorporalSubdivisions DS, the Handicaps DS, the NormalExtras DS and the Fantas-
ticExtras DS. 
 


 


Fig. 1. Humanoid DS 


3.2   GeneralCharacteristic DS 


The GeneralCharacteristic DS (see Fig. 2) provides the description tools for the 
basic main characteristics of humanoids: sex, age, skin colour, race (including the 
degree of mixture of racial features), and corporal measures (e.g., height, weight, 
corporal mass). 
 


 


Fig. 2. GeneralCharacteristic DS 


3.3   CorporalSubdivision DS 


The CorporalSubdivision DS (see Fig. 3) provides the description tools for the 
subdivisions of the different parts of the body, allowing the user to describe the  
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Fig. 3. CorporalSubdivision DS 


principal divisions of the body at different levels of detail. The first subdivision 
creates description tools for the head, the torso, the extremities and the corporal hair 
(colour and quantity). 


3.4   Head DS 


The Head DS (see Fig. 4) is composed by description tools for a generic description 
of the head (contour, high, width, etc.) and additional description tools for a more 
detailed description: Face DS, Skull DS and Neck DS. The Face DS includes descrip-
tion tools for a detailed description of ears, eyes, mouth, nose and jaw, as well as the 
dimension of face and other generic features. The Skull DS and Neck DS provide 
generic description tools (height, width, etc.) together with other, targeted to more 
detailed descriptions of the skull and neck respectively. 
 


 


Fig. 4. Head DS 


3.5   Torso DS 


The Torso DS (see Fig. 5) includes generic features (high, width, length, etc.) as well 
as specialized description tools for a detailed description of the chest, abdomen, pelvis 
and back of the humanoid. 


 


Fig. 5. Torso DS 
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3.6   Extremities DS 


The Extremities DS (see Fig. 6) specifies lots of description tools for the detailed 
description of the extremities (limbs), from the complete arm to a phalanx detail level, 
including the possibility of accepting fantastic extremities as wings or tails. In every 
extremity, we can describe, at the same time, his joints (shoulder, elbow, knee, etc.) 
and not-articulated parts (hand, arm, thigh, etc.). 
 


 


Fig. 6. Extremities DS 


3.7   HeadHair DS 


The HeadHair DS includes description tools for the different hairy parts of the head: 
hair HairD (indicating the colour, the hairdo, etc.), Moustache D, Beard D, Side-
burns D and Eyebrow D. All these description tools allow to specify the colour of 
the hair, its shape, its density, etc. 


3.8   Handicap DS 


The Handicap DS specifies description tools for handicaps or disadvantages of the 
humanoid. These description tools cover anatomical handicaps (e.g., amputation of an 
arm, leg or the nose, the presence of a hump, etc.) as well as functional ones (e.g., 
paralysis, visual handicaps, etc.). 


3.9   Extras 


In order to fully describe the humanoid (but not including clothes), there are two 
description tools for description add-ons or extras, split in two categories: the Nor-
malExtras D specifies description tools for tattoos, scars, (beauty) spots, glasses, etc.; 
the FantasticExtras DS includes description tools aimed at fantastic humanoids, such 
as Wing DS, Tail D, Horn D and Claw D. 


4   Current Work 


We are currently fine-tuning an authoring tool for the creation and modifications of 
humanoids that is based in the “writing” of descriptions in an easy to use GUI  
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(see Fig. 7). The tool creates MPEG-7 descriptions following the description tools 
presented above. The descriptions are transformed afterwards in MPEG-4 files that 
are used for visualization of the humanoids under creation or modification. 


 


 


Fig. 7. Screen shot of our authoring tool 


5   Conclusions 


The use of high-level descriptions of any kind of content allows a better searching, 
browsing, delivery, storage, etc., of the described content. Besides, descriptions can 
also be used for authoring. Current standardized description tools are mainly focused 
on low- and mid-level description tools, being mainly automatically extracted. The 
adoption of high-level descriptions require not only new analysis and reasoning 
technologies for bridging the semantic gap for automatic indexing, but also new tools 
specifying such high-level descriptions. 


This paper has presented a set of tools allowing the high-level description of hu-
manoids, paving the ground for different applications like searching for people in 
archives, robot portraits, etc. Currently we are applying these description tools in an 
easy GUI authoring tool for the creation and modification of 3D humanoids via 
descriptions. The descriptions are used for the creation of 3D avatars in the MPEG-4 
AFX representation format, either at the server or at the terminal (in this case reduc-
ing the transmission requirements, but increasing the computing resources at the 
terminal). Extraction tools for the proposed description schemes are currently out of 
the scope of our work. 
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